By Airman 1st Class
Stephen Pulter
18th Wing Public Affairs

6/4/2021 - KADENA AIR BASE
— Embodying the motto “that
others may live,” the 31st Rescue
Squadron’s mission is to make
sure anyone in need of medical
care, regardless of the location
or situation, will make it out safe
and sound. Being called upon to
save lives under varying circumstances means the 31st RQS must
be ready for any scenario and capable of a multitude of skills.
The 31st RQS pararescue
jumpers use a plethora of different skills to rescue patients. From
using complicated rope systems
to extract hunters in Alaska, to
diving into caves to rescue a Thai
soccer team; there are no limits to
their capabilities.
The men of the 31st RQS consider themselves a jack of all
trades – apt to handle any scenario that may be thrown their way.
“PJs are really the swiss army
knife of any emergency situation
a team might run into. They can
shoot, utilize rope systems, jump,
dive, do vehicle extrication, disas-

A U.S. Air Force
pararescueman,
from the 31st
Rescue Squadron,
practices
rappelling at
Kadena Air Base,
March 23.
(U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Stephen Pulter)

ter relief …They bring a lot of capabilities to the table,” said a 31st
RQS, combat rescue officer. “It’s
a misconception that PJs are just
combat medics; they definitely bring the medical aspect to the
fight, but even more so, they bring
that technical rescue aspect.”
They use the tried-and-true
crawl, walk, run method while
training, to ensure all aspects of

a rescue mission are covered and
can be expertly applied to provide medical attention to a patient.
One key aspect of their training is
insertion methods, which ensures
they can reach a patient, even in
the most austere environments.
“About 80 percent of our job
boils down to different methods
of insertion to reach a patient, we
are rescue and recovery specialists,

our bread and butter is accessing
patients,” said a 31st RQS PJ. “We
have to be able to access patients
in a wide variety of ways because
a medical situation can happen
in any environment, at any time.
When you add in night operations
and combat to the equation that
adds even more complexity, requiring more training and tactics
that we have to implement.”

Regardless of the environment
PJs may find themselves in, when
they reach a patient, they have
to be able to apply their medical
knowledge, treat and sustain said
patient and provide safe transportation to a suitable medical facility.
“We are nationally registered
paramedics, but we also contract
courses out to continue developing our skill sets,” said a 31st RQS
PJ. “We can provide advanced cardiac life support, pediatric life support, trauma care and more.”
Ultimately, the PJ’s mission is
to rescue and recover personnel in
both conventional and unconventional environments regardless of
the danger they may encounter.
“Part of the warrior’s creed is
that anyone to your left or right
is willing to sacrifice themselves
for you – it’s a mutual agreement,” a 31st RQS PJ said. “We
understand that when every person working behind enemy lines
knows they will not be left behind
and that there are people willing
to put it all on the line to come
in and save them, they feel more
comfortable and safer doing their
job.”

EOD hosts IED training
By Airman 1st Class
Yosselin Perla
18th Wing Public Affairs

Senior Airman Miguel
Ramirez, an Explosive
Ordnance Disposal technician
from the 18th Civil Engineer
Squadron, provides security
while on patrol during an
Improvised Explosive Device
training event on Kadena Air
Base, May 26.
(U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Yosselin Perla)

6/3/2021 - KADENA AIR BASE
— The 18th Civil Engineer
Squadron Explosive Ordnance
Disposal flight conducted a training event to hone their skills in responding to wartime Improvised
Explosive Devices at Kadena Air
Base, May 26-27.
The exercise simulated a deployed jungle environment, with
an emphasis on conducting IED

RNZAF Personnel at
Kadena Air Base

response operations, covering a
wide range of scenarios, including
route clearances, combat life-saving skills, vehicle-borne IEDs, intelligence gathering, a narcotics
and explosives factory raid and
responding to a hostage recovery
situation.
“By doing this large training
event, we are simulating the wartime environment to the utmost
capacity,” said Staff Sgt. Preston
Brooks, 18th CES EOD training
staff. “We are employing proce-

dures that we would use if we
were in a deployed environment,
as well as using a lot of the tools
and techniques that we normally wouldn’t use in a permissive or
peacetime environment.”
While employing procedures
used in a deployed environment,
EOD also partnered with military
working dog teams to conduct
more holistic training.
“We worked with the K-9 unit

EOD Page 2

Royal New Zealand Air Force personnel stand for a group
photo prior to end of mission at Kadena Air Base, May 25.
RNZAF conducted patrols to support implementation of United
Nations Security Council resolutions imposing sanctions
against North Korea. The sanctions resolutions are to
persuade North Korea to denuclearize and abandon its ballistic
missile capabilities.

(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class David R. Krigbaum)
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Tech. Sgt. Benjamin
Dickson, an Explosive
Ordnance Disposal
technician from the
18th Civil Engineer
Squadron, uses
a metal detector
during an Improvised
Explosive Device
training event on
Kadena Air Base, May
26. Dickson used a
metal detector after the
IED had detonated, to
conduct a post-blast
assessment.

(U.S. Air Force photos by Airman 1st Class Yosselin Perla)

EOD FROM Page 1

^Airmen from the 18th Civil Engineer Squadron, participate in an Improvised
Explosive Device training event on Kadena Air Base, May 26.
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^Airmen from the 18th Civil
Engineer Squadron, participate in a
simulated hostage scenario during
an Improvised Explosive Device
training event on Kadena Air Base,
May 26.

The volunteers acted as witnesses during
the exercise, finding suspicious items by using ground sign awareness and calling in
their finds using a proper UXO IED 9-line
— a style of radio report — allowing EOD
members to train more realistically, George
explained.
Constant training allows EOD members
to stay ready at a moment’s notice for any
situation that may present itself, even if the
situation is unlikely to take place here.

“Our primary mission at Kadena is to
support base operations,” Brooks said.
“Generally that means providing support
to aircraft, but we also respond to conventional ordnances found, as well as suspicious packages. This training reinforced
our capabilities that we otherwise wouldn’t
employ here; it left us more capable in our
critical thinking and in knowing how to
employ our tools, techniques and procedures.”

avoiding making medical appointments.
“I think a lot of
us may have that tough
man syndrome, the
overall machismo mentality that whatever it is,
I can power through it,”
said Air Force Maj. (Dr.)
Matthew Hawks, assistant professor in the
Senior Airman Nicolas Orozco Ramirez,
911th Airlift Wing financial management
Department of Family
apprentice, runs on the base track at
Medicine at Uniformed
the Pittsburgh International Airport Air
Services University of
Reserve Station, Pennsylvania, June 4.
the Health Sciences in
(U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Brandon Shuman)
Bethesda, Maryland.
By Laura Stassi
But regular appointments have proven
MHS Communications
vital for the prevention, detection, and ear6/8/2021 - Falls Church, VA — As the na- ly treatment of illness and disease. So what
tion bears through another year under are men waiting for? Whether making a
COVID-19 pandemic, we reminded that virtual or in-person appointment, here
mental, physical and emotional health are are some tips for preparing to talk with a
all aspects.
health care provider.
Again this June, the Defense Health
Agency focuses on men’s overall health cen- Learn your family health history
tered on screenings and other evaluations;
Family health history may influence
and lifestyle choices, including tobacco and a man’s risk of developing heart disease,
alcohol use. But according to the Centers stroke, diabetes, and certain types of cancer,
for Disease Control and Prevention’s most according to the CDC. Health care providrecent National Health Interview Survey , ers can assess risk factors and recommend
men are far more likely than women to go specific screening tests.
two years or longer without seeing a physiFor example, men ages 18 to 35 should
cian or other health care professional.
have their blood pressure measured every
Experts don’t necessarily think men are three to five years, Hawks said. But those
healthier than women. Rather, men may be with a family history of high blood pressure

may require more frequent screenings. And
while screening for colorectal cancer usually begins at age 45 or 50, “If you had a parent
who had colorectal cancer before the age of
60, we start screening sooner,” Hawks said.

because they also have an explosives mission, so integrating them into our training
and figuring out where they can support
our mission is very beneficial,” said Staff
Sgt. Branden George, 18th CES EOD training staff.
In addition to working with a K-9 unit,
EOD also worked with other members
throughout the CEG to sharpen their communication skills.

Make a list of questions and concerns
Are you feeling pain, dizziness, or fatigue? Are you having trouble sleeping?
Take note of when you first recognized any
changes. The CDC recommends leaving
space between each observation to record
the health care provider’s comments and
recommendations.
Hawks said men also may want to consider these questions: “What’s changed in
your life? What’s going well, or not going
well?” He also recommends asking loved
ones if they’ve noticed anything that should
be brought up at a medical appointment.
“Some of the literature suggests that one
of the most common reasons men make
medical appointments is because their
spouse or significant other tells them that
they should,” Hawks said.
Vow to be open and honest
Men should be forthcoming about everything, including their use of prescription
and over-the-counter medications, alcohol,
and tobacco and vaping products. Providing complete and accurate information enables providers to offer the best guidance,
Hawks said. For example, men with any
smoking history should get an abdominal

^Tech. Sgt. Benjamin Dickson, an Explosive Ordnance
Disposal technician from the 18th Civil Engineer
Squadron, assesses Capt. Ana Smith, commander of
the EOD flight, in a simulated hostage scenario during an
Improvised Explosive Device training event on Kadena
Air Base, May 26. The wires coming out of the hostage’s
mouth simulated a light-dependent switch that would set
off the IED if exposed.

aortic aneurysm screening at age 65.
Don’t forget about sexual health
“We obviously encourage safe sexual practices,” Hawks said, to avoid sexually transmitted infections. “If men are ever concerned they’ve been exposed to something,
especially if they’re having unprotected sex
with multiple partners, they should consider coming in to get evaluated.”
The vaccine for human papilloma virus,
or HPV, decreases the risk of several types
of cancers as well as genital warts, Hawks
said. Standard practice recommends testing for males 26 and younger. Men ages 27
to 45 should speak with a physician to see if
the vaccine is appropriate for them, Hawks
added.
Erectile dysfunction can represent another sexual health issue. Hawks said about
50% of men 40 and older will experience ED
at some point in their lives. “Younger men
may experience it more than we know because they’re embarrassed to come in and
talk about it,” Hawks said, adding that it
may be a marker for heart disease. Regardless, “There are medical therapies that can
be very helpful,” he said. “So it’s worthwhile
to see a provider.”
Hawks said men who plan for their appointment will likely feel more confident,
not only about the meeting but also, their
future. “Taking positive control of your
heath is an important factor in longevity,”
Hawks said.

Published by Eight Co., Ltd. a private firm in no way connected with the U.S. Air Force, under exclusive written contract with the 18th Wing. The civilian enterprise Air Force newspaper is an authorized publication for members of the U.S. military services overseas. Contents of Samurai Gate are not necessarily the
official views of, or endorsed by, the U.S. government, the Department of Defense, the Department of the Air Force or Eight Co. Ltd. of the products or services advertised. The appearance of advertising in this publication, including inserts or supplements, does not constitute endorsement by the Department of
Defense, the Department of the Air Force or Eight Co. Ltd. of the products or services advertised. Everything advertised in this publication shall be made
available for purchase or patronage without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, physical handicap, political affiliation or
any other non-merit factor of the purchaser, user or patron. For commercial advertising, inquiry, send an email to kadena.samuraigate@gmail.com

18th Wing Public Affairs: 18wg.papublicaffairs@us.af.mil DSN:634-3813
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Patrol Squadron FOUR FIVE holds
Patrol Squadron (VP) 45 hosted III
Marine Expeditionary Force EOD team 79th Change of Command
Aviation Ordnanceman 2nd Class
Tyler Metts, of Patrol Squadron (VP)
45, delivers weapons safety training to
III Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
personnel on Kadena Air Base, June 4.

(US Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Thomas A. Higgins)

Captain Matthew F. Rutherford, Commander, Task Force SEVEN TWO appoints
Commander Seth R. Eisenmenger as the 80th Commanding Officer of Patrol Squadron (VP)
FOUR FIVE, Kadena Air Base, June 7. CDR Larwood was relieved by CDR Eisenmenger as
the Commanding Officer of VP-45.
(US Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Thomas A. Higgins)

By Seaman
Thomas Higgins
Patrol Squadron 45

6/4/2021 - KADENA AIR BASE
— Patrol Squadron (VP) 45
hosted members of the III Marine
Expeditionary Force (MEF)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) team, conducting training
to familiarize themselves with the
P-8A Poseidon’s weapons systems
and aircraft hazards, June 4.
The training consisted of
aircraft safety and egress familiarization training and ordinance
familiarization led by the Pelican’s
Aviation Ordnance team.
The purpose of this joint
training evolution was to expose
marine EOD personnel with the
P-8A weapons system and capa-

bilities, to include safe handling of
munitions should joint operations
between units occur in the future.
Secondarily, this exercise was to
increase and promote interoperability between forces.
The EOD team’s Officer in
Charge, Chief Warrant Officer 3
Nathan Stuhr, said “Our goal is
to better understand the weapons
systems and hazards of the P-8A
in order to better assist during
emergency operations or in future
fighting Concept of Operations
(CONOPS); and to strengthen
interoperability between blue and
green forces.”
When asked about future
endeavors between the two
units, Stuhr commented, “We
are looking to continue forging

relationships, as well as integrating and better understanding
one another’s platforms moving
forward.”
Cmdr. Seth R. Eisenmenger,
Executive Officer VP-45, spoke
to the III MEF EOD personnel,
stressing the importance of,
“Interoperability between units
as well as establishing strong relationships between people in order
to accomplish the mission.”
The VP-45 “Pelicans” are
based in Jacksonville, Florida, and
currently operating out of Kadena
Air Force Base in Okinawa, Japan.
The squadron is conducting maritime patrol and reconnaissance
as well as theatre outreach operations within U.S. 7th Fleet area of
operations.

CFAO Asian-American Pacific
Islander Heritage Month celebration

(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class David R. Krigbaum)

Sailors look at a collection of World War II-era Japanese home front artifacts while attending
the Commander, Fleet Activities Okinawa Asian-American Pacific Islander Heritage Month
celebration held at Camp Shields, May 26. The artifacts were part of a presentation given
during the event about wartime life.
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U.S. Marines put littoral combat skills to the
test during realistic force-on-force operations

By 1st Lt. Benjamin Yoder
3rd Marine Division

6/4/2021 - OKINAWA — The heavy blades
of helicopters thud overtop of the thick
jungle canopy where hundreds of U.S.
Marines silently maneuver through the stifling terrain to gain a positional advantage
against a peer-level adversary. Meanwhile, a
platoon of Marines executes an amphibious
assault into another remote part of the
jungle – swiftly navigating through nearly
20 nautical miles of turbulent coastal waters, flanking the enemy, and immediately
entering the fight to control the key maritime terrain. With sweat pouring silently
down every green and brown-striped face,
the Marines relentlessly battle against their
foe across an island filled with mountains,
mud, and dense vegetation where heat and
humidity radiate endlessly.
These were but a taste of the scenes
during the Jungle Warfare Exercise (JWX)
spearheaded by 4th Marine Regiment, 3d
Marine Division supported by elements
from across III Marine Expeditionary Force
and the Joint Force on Okinawa 24-28 May.
This unscripted force-on-force exercise featuring more than 800 Marines operating in
the field centered on the Northern Training
Area (NTA) as its natural characteristics
reflect much of the terrain within the islands
of the Indo-Pacific region.
The exercise pitted two reinforced infantry companies against each other, one from
2d Battalion, 2d Marines, the other from 3d
Battalion, 3d Marines, simulating a realistic
fight across multiple domains against a
thinking, adapting, peer-level adversary in
distributed jungle and littoral environments.
Marines from both units spent countless

U.S. Marines with 3d Battalion, 3d Marines,
move combat rubber raiding crafts to shore
during Jungle Warfare Exercise in the
Northern Training Area on Okinawa, May 24.

(U.S. Marine Corps photos by Lance Cpl. Ujian Gosun)

^U.S. Marine Corps Lance Cpl. Jamal Jackson, a
mortarman with 3d Battalion, 3d Marines, adjusts an M224
60mm mortar system during Jungle Warfare Exercise in
the Northern Training Area on Okinawa, May 25.

^U.S. Marines with 3d Battalion, 3d Marines, and 2d
Battalion, 2d Marines participate in force-on-force training
during Jungle Warfare Exercise in the Northern Training
Area on Okinawa, May 24.

hours sharpening their skills in the harsh
mountains of Okinawa’s NTA, moving
themselves and their equipment miles over
the jagged and thickly-forested peaks, and
through steep and viscously muddy draws
in the landscape.
The unique skills to be successful in this
environment did not come to the Marines
of 2/2 and 3/3 by chance. Rather, JWX
displayed the culmination of nearly a year
of training taking place during and prior to

their deployments which enabled their forces to successfully execute what amounted to
a complex, lengthy, and large-scale combat
rehearsal for littoral warfare.
“All members of our team repeatedly
practiced and became proficient operating
in this type of terrain prior to JWX, which
was a significant advantage in this combat
rehearsal,” said Cpl. Justin Rohn, a squad
leader with 3/3 and native of San Bernardino, California, who emphasized the value

JUNE 11, 2021

of training at the Jungle Warfare Training
Center earlier in his deployment.
The exercise allowed both infantry
battalions to showcase their aptitude to
not only survive, but to effectively employ
the skills and tactics required to gain and
maintain control contested terrain in an
incredibly unforgiving littoral environment.
“We train in austere environments, we
survive, we sustain, and we do whatever is
needed to win,” said Staff Sgt. Joshua Long,
current operations chief with 4th Marines
originally from Thurmont, Maryland.
“This type of training reinforces our ability
to capture small islands,” added 1st Lt. Matthew Cole, a platoon commander with 3/3
and Grant Pass, Oregon, native who led the
formation of combat rubber raiding craft in
the amphibious assault.
Integration with joint partners provided
opportunities to incorporate specialized
capabilities from the U.S. Army 1st Special
Forces Group, U.S. Air Force 33rd Rescue
Squadron, U.S. Navy Helicopter Sea
Combat Squadron 85, and the U.S. Space
Force monitoring operations and providing
feedback in support of signature management assessment. Support from elements
of III Marine Expeditionary Force included
amphibious reconnaissance from 3d Recon
Battalion, logistics support from Combat
Logistics Battalion 4, long-range precision
fires capabilities from 3d Battalion, 12th
Marines, and assault support and casualty
evacuation capabilities from 1st Marine
Aircraft Wing.
“This exercise demonstrates that III MEF
is ready right now to fight against a thinking
enemy in defense of an island, incorporating littoral maneuver across domains,” said
Col. Matthew Tracy, commanding officer
of 4th Marines and seasoned combat veteran with experience in Iraq, Afghanistan,
Kosovo, and the Western Pacific. “We are
creating the most strenuous, difficult, and
demanding training environments to grow
our warfighting prowess.”
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Marines with EOD Co. conduct Jungle Warfare Training

(U.S. Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Courtney A. Robertson)

^

U.S. Air Force Tech Sgt. Casey Carter, left front, a survival, evasion, resistance and escape specialist with 18th
Operational Support Squadron, teaches Marines with Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Company, 9th Engineer
Support Battalion, 3d Marine Logistics Group (MLG), jungle survival techniques on Camp Gonsalves, Okinawa, June
8. EOD Marines support Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations by practicing survival methods in areas where
logistical support may not be accessible, but mission completion is still the priority.

^

U.S. Marines with Maritime Raid
Force, 31st Marine Expeditionary
Unit (MEU), fast rope off of a
CH-53E Super Stallion on Camp
Hansen, June 3. The Marines
train to fast rope in case they are
required to depart from the aircraft
in a timely manner or a possible
landing in uneven terrain.
A U.S.
Marine Corps
close quarters
tactics
instructor with
Expeditionary
Operations
Training
Group, special
missions
branch, pulls
a fast rope
away from a
UH-1Y Venom
Helicopter as
it lands on
Camp Hansen,
June 3.

(U.S. Marine Corps photos by Cpl. Karis Mattingly)

1st Special
Forces Group
(Airborne)
practice FRIES
A Green Beret with 1st Special Forces
Group (Airborne) conducts fast rope
insertion extraction system training
from MH-60S Helicopter June 2.
The joint training was conducted
alongside the Navy Helicopter Sea
Combat Squadron 85 at the Border
Landing Zone on Torii Station. Green
Berets continuously train to hone their
diverse combat skillset to maintain
a competitive edge against any
adversary that may arise.

(U.S. Army photo by Staff Sgt. Ryan Hohman)

Ophthalmology Surgery
· Cataracts
· Glaucoma
· Vitreoretinal surgery

Contact lens
Multifocal intraocular lens
Glasses prescription

Kadena Air Base
Gate 5
85

KAB Gate 2

San Ai Ganka
EYE CLINIC
AEON Rycom

San Ai Ganka EYE CLINIC
Mon-Fri: 8:30-12:00 / 14:00-17:30
Sat: 8:30-13:00
Sunday/JP Holidays closed

TEL: 098-933-3322
English staff available:
Tue PM / Wed AM / Fri AM

1-3-28 Yamauchi, Okinawa City
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To submit an announcement for the base bulletin, please visit www.kadena.af.mil

NOTICE
USNHO notice

U.S. Naval Hospital Okinawa, Japan will be
providing second doses of the Pfizer COVID-19
vaccine on a walk-in basis (no appointments
necessary) on the following dates:
Thursday, June 10, 0900-1600
Saturday, June 12, 0800-1200
Tuesday, June 15, 0800-1200
These vaccines will be administered outdoors
near the Emergency Department at the rear of
the hospital. We recommend that patients come
prepared to wait in the weather and consider
sunscreen, water, and portable shade. The
Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine vaccination
series is 2 doses given 21 days apart. If you
receive one dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech
COVID-19 Vaccine, you should receive a second
dose of this same vaccine 21 days later to
complete the vaccination series. Full vaccination
is achieved 2 weeks after the second dose.
This mass vaccination is primarily for those
ages 12-17 who received their 1st dose of the
Pfizer vaccine at our previous mass vaccination
event. No other vaccine will be available during
these operating windows. Patients seeking the
Pfizer vaccine MUST be with a parent or legal
guardian.

DOD Extends Uniformed Services ID
Card Expiration Policy Guidance

The Department of Defense (DoD) remains
committed to ensuring the health and safety
of all DoD personnel and beneficiaries and
ensuring their continued access to healthcare
and all authorized benefits. In its ongoing
response to the COVID-19 pandemic and its
impact on identification (ID) card site operations,
effective immediately, the DoD is extending
temporary Uniformed Services ID (USID) card
expiration policy guidance for all USID cards
with expiration dates between January 1, 2020
and July 31, 2021 as follows:
•Through August 31, 2021 for all Foreign
Affiliates and their dependents;
•Through October 31, 2021 for the Dependents

of Active Duty uniformed Service members,
and Reserve and National Guard uniformed
Service members and their dependents; and
•Through January 31, 2022 for retirees and
their dependents, and all other USID card
populations.

How to File a Complaint with IG

If you believe you are unable to resolve your
complaint through supervisory channels, you
may seek IG assistance to determine if the
complaint should be filed with the IG. You
can file a complaint if you reasonably believe
inappropriate conduct has occurred or a
violation of law, policy, procedures, or regulation
has been committed. Complete the personnel
data information on an AF Form 102 and briefly
outline the facts and relevant information related
to the issue or complaint. List the allegations of
wrongdoing briefly, in general terms and provide
supporting narrative detail and documents later,
when interviewed by an IG person. Allegations
should be written as bullets and should answer
who committed the violation; what violation was
committed; what law, regulation, procedures,
or policy was violated; when did the violation
occur. Help is available: Call your Kadena IG
office at 634-7622 for Maj Sarabia, 634-0442
for SMSgt Aguilarmunoz or 634-1109 for Mr.
Lovingood.

INFORMATION
Kadena and Camp Foster
Emergency Numbers

Kadena Fire Emergency Services reminds everyone
to program their cell phones with the emergency
numbers. To report an emergency on Kadena via
cell, dial 098-934-5911, and from an office phone,
dial 911. For Camp Foster via cell, dial 098-9111911, or from an office phone, dial 911.

AirMENTORSHIP

AirMENTORSHIP is a Mentoring Program made
for airmen, by airmen. We are in need of both
Mentees (E-1 to E-4) and Mentors (NCOs,
SNCOs, CGOs. And Civilian employees).

Interested members will complete and submit
an application and each Mentee will be
paired with a Mentor. Members are matched
based on interest and the responses listed
on the application. For more information and
applications, call Senior Airman Dyana Dillard
at 634-1275.

Think Before You Drink

Don’t become a statistic. Think before you
drink. Don’t drive – call a ride. For a safe ride
home call these numbers: Kadena Taxi at
098-970-8888(option 8). Panda Taxi (off base)
098-937-8989. Daiko 098-932-4035.

Public Affairs Photo Studio

The Public Affairs photo studio is open
Mon - Thurs from 9 - 11 a.m. and 1 - 4 p.m.
Appointments are available in half-hour
increments. *Award,
bio
or
package
submission photos are scheduled on Monday
- Wednesday. *Full length photos are only
available on Thursday. Official Passport
photos are by appointment only on Mon - Fri,
and require a letter or voucher from your UDM or
the passport office. Photos are for official use
only. For questions or scheduling, please call at
634-4013 / 634-3813.

AFSA Ch 1553 Monthly Meeting

Air Force Sergeants Association Ch 1553
Monthly Meetings will be at 11:30 a.m. to noon
on the 3rd Wednesday of every month at the
Rocker Enlisted Club. Come out to learn about
what AFSA can do for you! Civilians, all enlisted
& officers and all branches are welcome to
attend. Please follow our Facebook page in
order to stay up to date with meeting locations
and additional information at “AFSA Chapter
1553 Kadena AB”. For more information,
contact Tech. Sgt. Amanda Chom at 634-8140.

WIC Information

The Women, Infants and Children Overseas
program is a nutrition education and
supplemental food program that provides

participants with individualized nutrition and
health screenings, breastfeeding education and
support, referrals to other community services,
and nutritious supplemental foods. Most food
packages include items such as milk, cheese,
fresh fruits and vegetables, eggs, peanut butter,
beans, whole grain bread, and brown rice. Food
packages will vary according to whether the
participant is an infant, young child, pregnant or
breastfeeding mother. The Kadena WIC Office
has both Japanese and Spanish translators on
staff to assist families with communication. For
more information / to see if you are eligible for
WIC Overseas services, contact at 098-9709426 or stop by your local office to complete a
short eligibility screening.

Single Airman FREE BOWLING
Program

Every Monday between 5:30 - 9:30 p.m., single
airmen on unaccompanied orders of all ranks
are invited to come to Emery Lanes and get 3
games and shoes for free. Simply request the
program at the Front Desk. For more information,
contact Michelle Brannan at 966-7303.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Kadena Hispanic Heritage
Association General Meeting

Kadena Hispanic Heritage Association will be
having our general meeting June 15 at 1 p.m. in
Bldg. 721-A, in the Bruce Scott training Room on
the second floor. All branches and dependents
are welcomed. Please do not forget your face
masks. For more information, contact Staff Sgt.
Marcela Medina at 634-3300.

Kadena 2nd Annual Walk for Unity

The second annual Walk for Unity event will take
place June 19 from 8:30 – 11 a.m. in the parking
lot of the Schilling Community Center and is
open to all Team Kadena members. This event
is designed to promote awareness, education,
and commitment to resolving racial divides and
inequalities within our nation. There will be a
variety of booths available to openly discuss
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topics such as diversity and inclusion, cyber
racism, Juneteenth, and more. Conversations
should be respectable; divisive language
will not be tolerated. Attire should be casual
and not advocate any political messaging or
sexual, racial, ethnic or religious discrimination.
Attendees must adhere to current COVID-19
base policy regarding mask wear and social
distancing. For more information, contact Mater
Sgt. Michael Flores at michael.flores.7@us.af.mil

Kadena Top III Costume Golf
Tournament

The Kadena Top III is hosting a golf tournament
at the Banyan Tree Golf Course June 25 with
the option to wear costumes. Registration is
required at https://www.signupgenius.com/
go/10c0d44aaa82ca1f5ce9-18wg by June 22
to receive a breakfast burrito. Check-in will be
6 a.m. with a shotgun start at 7 a.m. and prizes
will be awarded for first place, last place, longest
drive, closest to the pin, and best dressed team.
For more information, contact Master Sgt. Scott
Sweet at 634-1538 or 090-6860-8452.

Resilience Training Assistant Course

The Resilience Training program will develop
individual’s knowledge of the science-based,
positive psychology resilience skillsets, and
facilitation skills while assisting MRT’s with
training and events. The training will take place
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July 22, 23 & 26 from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., at Bldg.
128. You will be required to attend all three days
of training. For more information or if interested,
email justina.baranda@us.af.mil

VOLUNTEER
Shogun CrossFit

Shogun CrossFit community is looking for
CrossFit Level 1 or 2 certified members in
any branch of service to help coach our
CrossFit/Functional Fitness community. We
are also seeking coaches with a background
or certification in Olympic lifting. This is an
extremely rewarding community involvement
opportunity. For more information or interested
in joining, send us an email at shoguncrossfit@
gmail.com

Senior Airman
Dondrel Pedescleaux
31st Rescue Squadron aircrew flight equipment
technician from Liberty, Texas

Suicide Prevention Month committee
needs volunteers

Suicide Prevention Month committee’s mission
is to break the silence about suicide and mental
illness, spread awareness, provide suicide
prevention activities and supporting community
initiatives. If interested, email justina.baranda@
us.af.mil and oliver.dexter@us.af.mil

(U.S. Air Force photo by Naoto Anazawa)
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